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Logline:

A team of kick-ass 9th-grade teens decides to speak out against
sexual assault, but they let their fists do the talking.

Characters:

The Parts of Speech Team

Noun
-a solid, implacable, unflappable center of the group

Verb
-all about the action
-wiry, strong, “action hero”

Adjective
-points out people’s characteristics
-girlfriend to Adverb

Adverb
-the planner (where, when, how, why)
-girlfriend to Adjective

Preposition
-sees the different possibilities
-”nerdy”- in a math way- loves puzzles

Conjunction
-brings people together, adds to the conversation
-can read people

Pronoun
-computer and electronics whiz
-nonbinary

The Other Characters



Interjection
-the only male member- he’s just hype- harmless and
fun (or IS he?!)

Ms. Terry
- English teacher / adult organizer

Mr. Eton
- one of the bad guys- Vice Principal

and (Former) Head Football Coach

Mr. Rust
- new football coach

Little Rust
- problematic senior football player
- son of Mr. Rust

Principal Ogenies
- a woman who has thoroughly internalized the

patriarchy

Synopsis

The seven Parts of Speech (“POS”), each with special skills, use
their childhood traumas to learn how to defend themselves and
protect others. As they enter their regional high school, they
meet sexist jocks and problematic administrators. Seeing a
teacher, Ms. Terry, about to be assaulted by the football coach,
Mr. Eton, they prevent the assault with violence of their own.
This earns them her trust and his hatred.

Ms. Terry’s charges are a problem for the school’s image and
potential funding: the principal tries to convince Ms. Terry to
retract her claims.

With the help of the POS’s perceptiveness, ingenuity, courage,
and violence, Ms. Terry holds firm as the football team is



mobilized to tear down Ms. Terry’s will. The POS use a number of
means to record the football team committing these acts, and
then they stumble on a video of players laughing about a gang
rape. The victim had committed suicide over the summer.

The POS have anger, a desire for revenge, and the power to tear
it all down. They reroute an opposing football team on
homecoming weekend and use the restless crowd as an audience to
expose the school’s actions by sending damning video to the
jumbotron, including the players laughing about the rape. The
crowd erupts as some people defend the boys and others condemn
them.

As his world crumbles, Mr. Rust tries to murder the girls, but
they overcome the odds and escape. In a happy ending, the school
burns.


